Wall and ceiling
coverings

StoTap nonwoven and StoTex textured wall
covering

Interiors

Smooth surface or
textured, brightly
coloured or kept in a
white tone, subtle or
bold: our wall and ceiling
coverings fulfil all your
wishes when it comes to
design. From decorative
to smooth, cost-effective,
eco-friendly, and
hard-wearing for virtually
every type of wall.

Wall and ceiling coverings

Because walls need
to be functional and
aesthetically appealing
Wall and ceiling coverings have to fulfil two key
requirements: functionality and aesthetic appeal. With
Sto, you will have no problems on either score. We can
provide the perfect combination for any requirement.
With ample design freedom along the way.
What do a hospital room and a living room have in
common? What links a canteen with a hotel lobby?
Is there a common denominator between an office
and a children’s playroom? Despite their differing
functions, they all have one thing in common: they
are all places where people want to feel
comfortable.
Our wall and ceiling coverings play a key role in this
regard. A wide range of different materials,
colours, application techniques, and ways of
combining them provide the right answer for every
question of taste.

We always see our solutions as a complete system.
The core of the system consists of bonding, a
paintable wall covering, and a finish. But we can
also provide you with fillers, primers, and effect
coatings. It goes without saying that all of our
products are free from harmful substances and are
non-hazardous to the health of those who work
with them and those who use the rooms
afterwards.

And that’s not all: Sto can also help you meet
different functional requirements. Do you need a
hard-wearing wall covering that is easy to clean?
Are you looking for a cost-effective way to make
your walls visually appealing? Or are eco-friendly
characteristics your main priority? Whatever it is
you are looking for, our wall and ceiling coverings
are sure to provide the perfect solution.
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All colour shades shown in this brochure may vary due to printing processes or the monitor used and are therefore non-binding.

Cover photo reference:
Application example:
canteen
Sto expertise: StoTex
Classic 265 S, applied
at an angle, with
StoColor Metallic in the
Copper 3 colour shade

At a glance
Our wallpaper patterns

StoTex Classic 205 S / P / A Super Fine

StoTex Classic 210 S / P / A Fine

StoTex Classic 215 S Fine

StoTex Classic 220 S / P / A Medium

StoTex Classic 225 S Medium

StoTex Classic 235 S Super Coarse

StoTex Classic 240 S Double Thread

StoTex Classic 245 S Fine Jute

StoTex Classic 265 S Herringbone

StoTex Avantgarde Dune

StoTex Avantgarde Linea

StoTex Avantgarde Mikado
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Wall and ceiling coverings
Customised decorative solutions

Make a lasting change
to the atmosphere of a
room
When we create buildings, we help to shape the world. For
more than 60 years, we have been using our expertise to
set aesthetic standards for both interiors and exteriors.
Our wall and ceiling coverings can be used to create
very different aesthetics: our various finishing levels are
illustrated here using the example of embossed wallpaper.

Immerse yourself in a world of colours, gloss levels,
effects, and textures: the overview below explains
which products are used in the further development of our wallpapers, from the bonding to the
various effect coatings.
StoTap Coll
This adhesive for nonwovens, which has a silicate
emulsion base and has been tested for harmful
substances, is ideal for all StoTap wall and ceiling
coverings.
StoColor Opticryl family
Enjoy an unlimited colour choice: the StoColor
Opticryl family is available in all 800 colour shades
and shades of grey of the StoColor System.
Moreover, customised colour shades can be tinted
to match your supplied patterns - e. g., fabrics, tile
or carpet samples. All of the paints are extremely
hard-wearing and durable and can withstand high
levels of mechanical stress.

StoCalce Marmorino
The eco-friendly mineral decorative filler on a lime
base gives the surface a Mediterranean flair with a
marble texture.
StoLook Wax
Fine, delicate surfaces such as StoCalce Marmorino
need a reliable protection layer to avoid becoming
worn or soiled during everyday use. StoLook Wax
provides high-quality protection for delicate
surfaces, while also enhancing the gloss and the
depth effect.
StoLook Oro
This special effect powder is available in silver, gold,
or copper colours and is used to add an elegant
finish to surfaces.

StoColor Metallic
The effect coating with a metallic look, with
appearances ranging from matt to silk gloss.
The colour shade also varies depending on the
incidence of light and the reflections.
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The concrete technical specifications and information on the products contained in the Technical Data Sheets and approvals must be observed.

Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

Technology
Infinity #01

Technology
Infinity #01

Technology
Infinity #03

Products
StoTap Coll, embossed wallpaper, e. g. Rasch
Wallton 178906 or 119107, StoColor Opticryl Matt

Products
StoTap Coll, embossed wallpaper, e. g. Rasch
Wallton 178906 or 119107, StoColor Opticryl Satin

Products
StoTap Coll, embossed wallpaper, e. g. Rasch
Wallton 178906 or 119107, StoColor Metallic

Colour shades
STH 02

Colour shades
RAL 4006

Colour shades
BRG0027

Level 4

Level 5

Level 6

Technology
Infinity #05

Technology
Infinity #06

Technology
Infinity #11

Products
StoTap Coll, embossed wallpaper, e. g. Rasch
Wallton 178906 or 119107, StoColor Opticryl Matt,
StoColor Metallic

Products
StoTap Coll, embossed wallpaper, e. g. Rasch
Wallton 178906 or 119107, StoCalce Marmorino

Products
StoTap Coll, embossed wallpaper, e. g. Rasch
Wallton 178906 or 119107, StoCalce Marmorino,
StoLook Wax, StoLook Oro

Colour shades
RAL 4006, 37820M

Colour shades
RAL 4006

Colour shades
RAL 4006, StoLook Oro

The concrete technical specifications and information on the products contained in the Technical Data Sheets and approvals must be observed.
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Wall and ceiling coverings
Economical and eco-friendly solutions

Economical,
eco-friendly design
StoTap Pro 550 – the coating is what makes
the difference

The eco-friendly solution
A healthy ambient interior climate and an
environment that is free from harmful substances
are indispensable. Eco-friendly interior solutions
are in particular demand in schools, nurseries,
hospitals, and retirement homes, as well as in
private children’s rooms and living rooms. StoTap
is leading the way in this area – in combination
with the right coating.
StoTap Pro 550 – with StoColor Sil Comfort
The StoTap Pro 550 cellulose-based nonwoven can
be used to create a decorative effect on smooth
wall and ceiling surfaces. The nonwoven is suitable
for renovation (crack bridging) and refurbishment
(reworking substrates). The mineral, preservativefree interior silicate emulsion paint StoColor Sil
Comfort is environmentally friendly and ideal for
sensitive areas. With its optimum cure time and
extremely matt finish, there are no streaks.
The cost-effective solution
What makes StoTap so special is the enormous
amount of possibilities that the wall covering offers.
It allows you to achieve visually attractive interior
solutions that are also cost-effective – especially
with the right coating. These complete solutions
are ideal for applications such as staircases and
social housing construction.
StoTap Pro 550 – with StoColor Rapid
Ultramatt
The StoTap Pro 550 wall covering offers smooth
and decorative surfaces at an attractive price.
StoColor Rapid Ultramatt provides first-class
coverage – with only one coat in most cases.
This means faster application and, hence, enormous
savings in terms of both time and money.
The dead-matt interior paint with excellent flow
properties is ideal for extra-smooth substrates
and prevents streaks.
Application example: children’s room
StoTap Pro 550 with StoColor Sil Comfort
in colour shade AC 16261
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The concrete technical specifications and information on the products contained in the Technical Data Sheets and approvals must be observed.

The eco-friendly solution

The cost-effective solution

Your benefits as the applicator

Your benefits as the applicator

∙ Thanks to the matt coating, the results are streak-free.
∙ The wall covering is easy to touch up in the event of minor damage.
∙ No preservatives are used.

∙ Thanks to the matt coating, the results are streak-free.
∙ The wall covering is easy to touch up in the event of minor damage.

Your benefits as the client

Your benefits as the client

∙ The interior silicate paint ensures a particularly good ambient interior
climate.
∙ The silicate technology is particularly resistant, environmentally friendly,
and has an excellent carbon footprint.
∙ The silicate ensures a high pH value which prevents mould.
∙ No preservatives are used.
∙ The coating conserves resources as it is made of over 95 % mineral raw
materials

∙ StoTap Pro 550 and StoColor Rapid Ultramatt are available at an
attractive price.

∙ The matt coating guarantees streak-free results.
∙ Any damage that occurs over time is easy to touch up.

The concrete technical specifications and information on the products contained in the Technical Data Sheets and approvals must be observed.
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Wall and ceiling coverings
Smooth solutions

A smooth finish for
every type of room
StoTap Pro – the perfect covering for
numerous applications

Offices, hotel rooms, private living spaces, and
public buildings all attest to the fact that smooth
walls are on trend – and with good reason. Smooth
walls can be used to achieve highly attractive
results for virtually any application. The glass-fibre
and cellulose-based nonwovens in the StoTap Pro
series are true all-rounders in this regard. With their
reinforcing properties, all of the wallpapers in the
series are ideal for interior design, renovation,
refurbishment, and substrate preparation in new
buildings.
StoTap – glass-fibre nonwovens
StoTap offers four different glass-fibre nonwoven
wallpapers which can be used to create smooth
walls.

We take a holistic approach to our interior solutions –
we believe it’s the only way to ensure the best
possible results. In the case of StoTap Pro, that
means that you get a coating which is a perfect
match for the smooth wallpapers in the series.
And we provide the right adhesive as well.
Coating
The perfect match for StoTap Pro: StoColor
Supermatt. This extremely matt interior siliconecolloidal silica paint is ideal for wall and ceiling
surfaces that are sensitive to glancing light. The
paint is easy to touch up, provides excellent
coverage, and has a very high degree of whiteness.

StoTap – cellulose-based nonwovens
There are two different cellulose-based nonwovens
available, which are also perfect for creating
smooth surfaces.
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The concrete technical specifications and information on the products contained in the Technical Data Sheets and approvals must be observed.

Application example:
office
StoTap Pro 550 with
StoColor Supermatt

The smooth
solution
Your benefits as the applicator

∙ Thanks to the matt coating, the results are
streak-free.

∙ The wall covering is easy to touch up in the
event of minor damage.

∙ You can offer a flexible and visually

attractive solution for walls and ceilings
which is on trend and highly sought after.
∙ With our precise instructions, you will be in
safe hands during application.
∙ You will be working with safe products
which are free from harmful substances and
have the relevant certification.

Your benefits as the client

∙ You can create an elegant, contemporary
surface for your walls and ceilings.

∙ The matt coating guarantees streak-free
results.

∙ Any damage that occurs over time is easy to
touch up.

∙ Our products are certified as safe and free
from harmful substances.

The concrete technical specifications and information on the products contained in the Technical Data Sheets and approvals must be observed.
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Wall and ceiling coverings
Hard-wearing solutions

When your wall has to
be particularly robust
StoTap Pro or StoTex – the basis for
hard-wearing solutions

Some walls and ceilings have to be particularly
hard-wearing because of the amount of loading
and stress to which they are exposed. This applies
in particular to surfaces in commercial kitchens,
canteens, and hygiene rooms, as well as staircases,
offices, and hotel rooms. Walls and ceilings in
kitchens and canteens also need to be easy to
clean, while those in doctor’s surgeries and hospital
rooms need to be resistant to disinfectants. Our
hard-wearing system solutions are designed to
meet all of these requirements. They combine the
right wall covering with the most suitable coating
in each case.

optimum cleanability, and outstanding hiding
power. The surface’s susceptibility to scuffing is
significantly reduced. This dead-matt emulsion
paint is therefore the first choice when it comes to
hard-wearing, durable design.

StoTap Pro
The multi-functional glass-fibre and cellulose-based
nonwovens in our StoTap Pro series are also
suitable for hard-wearing solutions.
StoTex Avantgarde and StoTex Classic
The hard-wearing StoTex Avantgarde and StoTex
Classic textured wall coverings offer a diverse
variety of appearances for a wide range of
applications. From traditional to modern,
understated to bold: the classic textures can be
used for all kinds of different interior design
scenarios.
Coating
Suitable coatings can be applied to the StoTap Pro
and StoTex wall coverings to make them robust,
easy to clean, and resistant to disinfectants. We
also offer a special service to hospitals, retirement
homes, and doctor’s surgeries in this regard: we
will check whether the disinfectant you use is
compatible with a particular Sto interior paint, so
you can be confident in your choice.
The hard-wearing paints from the StoColor Opticryl
family with wet-scrub resistance class 1 are easy to
clean and resistant to surface disinfectants. Thanks
to their high resistance and durability, they can
withstand high levels of mechanical stress. StoColor
Titanium ASE combines maximum durability,
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Application example:
waiting room
StoTex Classic 240 S
Super Coarse with
StoColor Opticryl
Satinmatt in colour
shade AC 16008

The hard-wearing solution
Your benefits as the applicator

Your benefits as the client

∙ By using our hard-wearing system, you can offer your clients robust
solutions that are easy to clean and resistant to disinfectants.
∙ You can make use of our project-specific disinfectant test.

∙ We can provide you with particularly durable, easy-to-clean solutions for
walls and ceilings.

∙ We can also create surfaces that are resistant to disinfectants. If you wish,
we will even carry out a test with the disinfectant you want to use in
order to check how it reacts to our coatings.
∙ Surfaces are not susceptible to scuffing.

The concrete technical specifications and information on the products contained in the Technical Data Sheets and approvals must be observed.
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Headquarters

Your Contact

Sto SE & Co. KGaA
Market Development
Ehrenbachstrasse 1
79780 Stühlingen
Germany
Phone +49 7744 57-1131
Fax
+49 7744 57-2428
infoservice.export@sto.com
www.sto.com
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